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SHORT COMMUNICATION

Pollution is a term which even kids are conscious of lately. It's 
become so common that nearly everyone acknowledges the very 
fact that pollution is rising continuously. The term ‘pollution’ 
means the manifestation of any unsolicited foreign substance 
in something. once we mention pollution on earth, we ask the 
contamination that's happening of the natural resources by various 
pollutants. All this is often mainly caused by human activities 
which harm the environment in ways quite one. Therefore, an 
urgent need has arisen to tackle this issue straightaway. that's to 
mention, pollution is damaging our earth severely and that we 
got to realize its effects and stop this damage. during this essay on 
pollution, we'll see what the consequences of pollution and the way 
are to scale back it.

Effects of Pollution

Pollution affects the standard of life quite one can imagine. It 
works in mysterious ways, sometimes which can't be seen by the 
eye. However, it's considerably presents within the environment. 
as an example, you would possibly not be ready to see the natural 
gases present within the air, but they're still there. Similarly, the 
pollutants which are messing up the air and increasing the amount 
of CO2 is extremely dangerous for humans. Increased level of CO2 
will cause heating.

Further, the water is polluted within the name of commercial 
development, religious practices and more will cause a shortage of 
beverage. Without water, human life isn't possible. Moreover, the 
way waste is dumped on the land eventually finishes up within the 

soil and turns toxic. If land pollution keeps on happening at this 
rate, we won’t have fertile soil to grow our crops on. Therefore, 
serious measures must be taken to scale back pollution to the 
core.

How to Reduce Pollution?

After learning the harmful effects of pollution, one must get on 
the task of preventing or reducing pollution as soon as possible. to 
scale back pollution, people should take conveyance or carpool to 
scale back vehicular smoke. While it's going to be hard, avoiding 
firecrackers at festivals and celebrations also can hamper on air and 
sound pollution. Above all, we must adopt the habit of recycling. 
All the used plastic finishes up within the oceans and land, which 
pollutes them.

So, remember to not eliminate them off after use, rather reuse 
them as long as you'll. We must also encourage everyone to plant 
more trees which can absorb the harmful gases and make the air 
filter. When talking on a much bigger level, the govt must limit the 
usage of fertilizers to take care of the soil’s fertility. additionally, 
industries must be banned from dumping their waste into oceans 
and rivers, causing pollution.

To sum it up, all kinds of pollution is hazardous and comes with 
grave consequences. Everyone must take a step towards change 
starting from individuals to the industries. As tackling this problem 
involves a joint effort, so we must join hands now. Moreover, 
the innocent lives of animals are being lost due to such human 
activities. So, all folks must take a stand and become a voice for the 
unheard so as to form this earth pollution-free.
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